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Abstract
Understanding the impact of micro-instabilities on the global plasma performance is essential in
order to make realistic predictions for relevant tokamak scenarios. The semi-empirical transport
model CGM is a useful tool to this scope because it depends explicitly on the threshold and the
stiffness level, two key parameters of turbulent transport as driven by the ITG/TEM instabilities.
The CGM then makes it possible to vary separately the transport variables and to see the
quantitative effect of their changes on the global plasma performance. This paper focuses on the
impact that four parameters (ion temperature gradient threshold, ion temperature gradient
stiffness, height of the temperature pedestal and input power) have individually on the global
confinement. Parameters for JET hybrid plasmas and prospective ITER plasmas are used. For JET
plasmas changing the ion temperature gradient stiffness from typical low values (characterized by
χs = 0.1) to high values (χs = 2) leads to variations in the H factor up to 30%. Varying the ion
temperature gradient threshold within the interval of the realistic values 3–7 causes changes in
H98 between 20% and 30%. The effect of the temperature pedestal height is very considerable
(over 50% of H98 variation changing the temperature pedestal height from 1 to 3 keV), in
agreement with the previous investigations. H98 is found to slightly decrease with increasing
power (from 20 to 60 MW of injected NBI power) for high stiffness and to remain constant in the
case of low stiffness. For ITER plasmas the variation of the H factor has qualitatively similar
trends, but the variations with respect to changes in stiffness and threshold are smaller. However,
very important changes are found for the values predicted by the fusion power in these plasmas.
(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)
1. Introduction
The turbulent character of the heat transport in tokamak plas-
mas has been intensively investigated through experimental
8 See the appendix of Romanelli F et al 2010 Proc. 23rd IAEA Fusion Energy
Conf. 2010 (Daejeon, Korea).
studies and it seems to be ascribed to ITG/TEM instabilities
[1–3]. Theoretically they are described to take place above a
threshold value of the quantity R/LT , where R is the major
radius, LT = T/|gradT | is the characteristic gradient length of
the temperature T . Above this value the heat flux of the plasma
grows strongly with increasing R/LT , assuming values much
higher than predicted by the neoclassical transport theory. As
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a consequence the T profiles cannot be raised significantly
above their threshold values: this property is called stiffness
of T profiles. In particular, we refer to an high level of stiff-
ness when the heat flux growth implies a minimum variation
of R/LT , which keeps very close to the threshold value. In
contrast, if the increase in the heat flux leads to a significant
growth of R/LT , this trend is identified with a low level of
stiffness.
The above described behaviour has been verified
experimentally for electrons [4]: electron threshold and
electron stiffness factor were measured in perturbative
experiments, and comparison with theory and parametric
studies were widely carried out [5]. Recent experiments
have led to the first comparison of theoretical predictions
for threshold and stiffness also for ions. A correlation
between edge and core Ti values [6, 7] and a substantial
change in slope at the threshold of the qi versus R/LTi
curve, built using their radial excursion [8–10], have been
experimentally observed. Through Ti modulation experiments
the first measurements of the ion stiffness level have been
obtained, and experimental studies performed at various radial
positions have led to building the qi versus R/LTi curve at a
given radius keeping all the parameters unchanged, allowing
the determination of the local threshold and stiffness level
[11]. Studies of parametric dependences of ion threshold
and stiffness have then been made [12, 13]. It is important
to link these ion transport studies about ITG threshold and
stiffness, two important internal properties of turbulence driven
transport, with the investigation of plasma scenarios, in order to
understand if they can be useful knobs to improve the scenario
performance. In this paper, we focus on the investigation
of the effect that some parameters connected with the ion
transport have individually on the plasma confinement. To
this scope series of simulations have been made using the
transport model critical gradient model (CGM) [14]. It is
a semi-empirical tool which depends explicitly on threshold
and stiffness. It has been implemented in JETTO, a 1.5 D
core transport code [15]. We describe the results obtained
by numerical analysis work scanning the four parameters
ion temperature gradient threshold, ion temperature gradient
stiffness, height of ion and electron temperature pedestal and
input power, in order to give a quantitative evaluation of
the impact that each of them has separately on the global
confinement. Particular attention has been given to the role of
the ion stiffness level. While ion threshold and temperature
pedestal height are known to have a significant impact on
global plasma performance and are already taken into account
for confinement optimization studies, the stiffness level is not
much considered so far. JET hybrid plasmas have been used
as the basis of the simulations and then the same numerical
analysis has been applied to standard parameter ITER H-mode
plasmas.
This paper is organized as follows: the CGM model is
introduced and described in section 2. Then simulations and
numerical analysis results are presented in section 3 for hybrid
JET plasmas and in section 4 for ITER plasmas. The paper
ends with the summary and conclusions in section 5.
2. Critical gradient model
The majority of existing first-principles transport models
feature the existence of a threshold above which the transport
switches from residual to highly turbulent. However, each
of them shows a different sensitivity to the threshold. In
order to quantify the above-threshold plasma behaviour, the
semi-empirical transport model CGM was proposed [14, 16].
It covers the basic properties of turbulent transport though
not all the physics known from first-principles turbulence
simulations. The CGM parametrizes turbulent transport into
a handful of variables. In particular, it depends explicitly on
threshold and stiffness. This parametrization makes possible
easy comparison with experiments, and also provides easy
access to the scaling laws of global confinement.
It was initially developed for electron heat transport and it
has recently been used also for ions. The CGM is based on the
existence of an instability threshold in the inverse temperature
gradient length and of finite background transport below the
threshold. In addition, it is characterized by an electrostatic
gyro-Bohm scaling law. This latter assumption relies on theory
and scaling studies and is assumed valid in the limit of a small
normalized gyro-radius [17–19].
In the CGM model the ion heat flux is written as
q
gB
i = niq1.5χsi
T 2i ρi
eBR2
f
[
R
LTi
−
(
R
LTi
)
cr
]
× H
[
R
LTi
−
(
R
LTi
)
cr
]
R
LTi
+ q resi . (1)
Here q resi is the ion residual flux, including the neoclassical
flux, χsi is the ion stiffness factor; it quantifies the stiffness
level and characterizes how strongly Ti profiles are tied to
the threshold. The dependence of the heat flux on q, the
safety factor, allows recovery of the experimentally observed
dependence of confinement on plasma current and radial
increase in transport from core to edge. ni is the ion density,
Ti is the ion temperature, e is the electron charge, B is the
magnetic field, R is the major radius. ρi = (miTi)1/2/eB is the
ion Larmor radius, wheremi is the ion mass. H is the Heaviside
step function, which gives the threshold effect above a critical
value of R/LTi , (R/LTi)cr. The theory foresees qi to be linear
with R/LTi [20], but it is valid only far from the threshold. In
the experiments, not too far from the threshold, it is not possible
to identify if the real dependence is linear or quadratic because
of experimental uncertainties. Hence we remain coherent with
the previous works on electron [5, 21] and ion [11, 21] stiffness,
following the semi-empirical model described in [16], where
f (R/LTi) is taken linear so that qi is quadratic in R/LTi .
3. Ion stiffness, ion threshold, pedestal and power
scans in JET hybrid plasmas
3.1. Simulation set-up
Several simulations have been performed in order to scan four
significant parameters: the ion temperature gradient threshold,
the ion temperature gradient stiffness, the height of temperature
pedestal and the input power. For each scan only one parameter
2
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has been varied while we have kept all the other quantities
unchanged. In this context, each of the parameters varied is to
be considered independent of all the others and the choice of the
values for simulations is within realistic ranges and such that
allows exploring satisfactorily the dependences under study.
In order to follow this procedure the CGM has been used,
after implementing it into the transport code JETTO ( [15],
part of the JET JAMS suite of integrated codes). Geometrical
and physical parameters have been taken from the hybrid
JET shot number 77043 as the basis of the simulations. The
hybrid scenario is an operation mode with reduced current
and increased confinement, in which a substantial part of the
plasma current is driven non-inductively. It is thought of and
realized as an intermediate regime between standard H-mode
and true steady-state modes of operation [22]. Recent studies
[23, 24] show that in hybrid discharges a relevant improvement
of the confinement takes place. The core improvement has
been ascribed to the reduction in the ion stiffness [12, 13].
It is reasonable to expect that the hybrid scenario is
a regime in which the effect of the variation of the ion
stiffness is more significant than in non-hybrid discharges
because, following the interpretation of [12, 13], hybrids are
characterized by a broader region in which improved ion
temperature profiles are observed. The impact of the ion
stiffness variation is expected significant also with respect
to the effects on the confinement variation due to changes
in the ion threshold and the height of temperature pedestal.
The JET hybrid shot number 77043 is characterized by low
density and low triangularity, with Bt = 1.9 T, Ip = 1.7 MA,
Zeff = 2.3. Beyond the above indicated parameters, the input
data taken from the JET database include the equilibrium
configuration, the geometry, the density profile (with ne0 =
5.1 × 1019 m−3), the monotonic q profile (with q0 = 1.28)
and in addition the initial and boundary conditions for electron
and ion temperatures, quantities considered predictive in this
numerical work, i.e. calculated solving ion and electron heat
transport equations. The plasma current has been treated
as an interpretative quantity, taking directly the value of
the experimental discharge 77043. The current density
profile evolution is instead predicted using the JETTO internal
equilibrium solver, ESCO. For this, all current sources have
been considered, including the NBI driven component, which
is about 15% of the total plasma current. NBI power deposition
profiles have been taken from PENCIL code calculations
[25]. The neoclassical ion heat transport is calculated using
NCLASS, a transport code inside JETTO.
For the scans with fixed temperature pedestal height and/or
power we started keeping the parameters typical of a JET
hybrid plasma: 1.5 keV for the temperature pedestal and
25.5 MW of NBI power. Then we modified these parameters,
reducing the height of the temperature pedestal to 1 keV or the
power to 17 MW.
In scans with fixed ion stiffness and/or ion threshold we
have chosen their values following the results obtained by
recent heating power modulation experiments [11, 26], which
allow us to distinguish the effects of stiffness and threshold,
providing a direct measurement of them. In particular, we
have performed simulations with ion stiffness and ion threshold
Figure 1. Ion stiffness (a) and ion threshold (b) profiles as obtained
by modulation experiments.
constant over the radius, with ion threshold equal to 4, and
considering values of both high and low ion stiffness in order
to take into account the broad range it covers in experiments.
The modulation experiments analysis has led to determining
ion stiffness and ion threshold radially varying profiles, which
allow us to achieve a better match with the experimental data
with respect to stiffness and threshold radially uniform values.
According to these results we have repeated the scans using the
radially dependent profiles of ion stiffness and ion threshold
shown in figure 1. In all the simulations presented in this paper,
fixed values of threshold (equal to 5) and stiffness (equal to 1)
have been taken for electrons following the recent results of
perturbative experiments [21]. A list of the made scans is
shown in table 1.
3.2. Simulation results
The simulation results can be described through the quantity
H98 [27]. It is defined as the ratio of the thermal energy
3
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Table 1. Scans of ion stiffness, ion threshold, temperature pedestal and power for hybrid JET plasmas.
Ion stiffness Ion threshold Temperature pedestal power
Scan of ion stiffness from 0.1 to 2 4 1.5 keV 25.5 MW
from 0.1 to 2 4 1.5 keV reduced, 17 MW
from 0.1 to 2 4 reduced, 1 keV 25.5 MW
from 0.1 to 2 profile 1.5 keV 25.5 MW
from 0.1 to 2 profile 1.5 keV reduced, 17 MW
from 0.1 to 2 profile reduced, 1 keV 25.5 MW
Scan of ion threshold 0.4 from 3 to 12 1.5 keV 25.5 MW
0.4 from 3 to 12 1.5 keV reduced, 17 MW
0.4 from 3 to 12 reduced, 1 keV 25.5 MW
2 from 3 to 12 1.5 keV 25.5 MW
2 from 3 to 12 1.5 keV reduced, 17 MW
2 from 3 to 12 reduced, 1 keV 25.5 MW
profile from 3 to 12 1.5 keV 25.5 MW
profile from 3 to 12 1.5 keV reduced, 17 MW
profile from 3 to 12 reduced, 1 keV 25.5 MW
Scan of temperature pedestal 0.4 4 from 0.1 to 3 keV 25.5 MW
0.4 4 from 0.1 to 3 keV reduced, 17 MW
2 4 from 0.1 to 3 keV 25.5 MW
2 4 from 0.1 to 3 keV reduced, 17 MW
profile profile from 0.1 to 3 keV 25.5 MW
profile profile from 0.1 to 3 keV reduced, 17 MW
Scan of power 0.1 7 1.5 keV from 17 to 60 MW
0.1 4 1.5 keV from 17 to 60 MW
0.1 7 reduced, 1 keV from 17 to 60 MW
2 7 1.5 keV from 17 to 60 MW
2 4 1.5 keV from 17 to 60 MW
2 7 reduced, 1 keV from 17 to 60 MW
confinement time and the experimental scaling of energy
confinement time of H-mode plasmas. It depends on the
physical quantities shown in formula (2).
H98 = τE
τ98
= Wth
0.0562P 0.31I 0.93P B0.150 n0.41R1.970 κ0.78a (a0/R0)0.58A0.19
.
(2)
Here Wth is the total thermal energy, P the total power (given
by the sum of the ohmic power, the injected power and the
α power), IP the plasma current, B0 the magnetic field, n the
density and A the average ion mass. The H factor depends
also on geometrical parameters: the major radius R0, the minor
radius a0, the elongation κa (defined as the ratio of the plasma
volume and 2π2a20R0). Normally H98 is equal to one for
H-mode plasmas, while for hybrid plasmas it reaches higher
values, H98 ∼= 1.4 [28]. Our scan work aims not to obtain
the typical hybrid plasma values of the H factor (that depends
for example on the shape of the electron temperature profile,
which here is modeled only to be consistent with the resultant
ion temperature profile), instead to quantify the changes in H98
for varying ion heat transport.
We started with the scan of the ion temperature gradient
stiffness. In figure 2 the H factor is presented as a function
of the ion stiffness for different values of the power or/and the
ion and electron temperature pedestal height.
As expected, we can see that the H factor, and then
the confinement, decreases with increasing ion stiffness
independently of pedestal and power values. It is verified
Figure 2. H factor as a function of the ion stiffness level χsi, for
constant ion threshold (solid lines), for the threshold profile
presented in figure 1 (dashed lines). The simulations with typical
hybrid plasma temperature pedestal and power are shown with
squares, those with reduced temperature pedestal with stars and the
case with reduced power is represented with triangles.
for a fixed ion threshold constant in radius (solid lines) and
with radial profile (dashed lines), though in this last case
the H factor is slightly less sensible to the stiffness changes.
The variation of H98 with ion stiffness is larger for the case
4
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of reduced temperature pedestal height and typical hybrid
plasma power: changes from high stiffness to low stiffness
increase the H factor by 30% in the case of constant threshold
equal to 4. Reducing the pedestal height leads to lower
temperature profiles, that however, for low ion stiffness, grow
up to almost reach the profiles obtained for higher pedestal in
the core region. For high stiffness the difference between the
temperature profiles remains significant in both the edge and
the core region. Hence in this last case we have an energy
content very different for the high pedestal and the reduced
pedestal simulations. H98, which is directly proportional to the
thermal energy, is then affected by this behaviour and decreases
more in the case of reduced pedestal height. The variation of
the H factor is lower for a typical hybrid plasma temperature
pedestal and power, and it is even lower in the case of reduced
power. However, H98 changes significantly also in this last
case, by about 15%. Reducing the injected power causes the
decrease in the temperature profiles with respect to the case of
typical hybrid power, and then of the thermal energy; however,
the H factor reaches higher values because it is also inversely
proportional to the input power as formula (2) shows. The
difference between the temperature profiles obtained changing
the power is found lower for higher ion stiffness and leads to
similar values of the thermal energy. Then H98 varies less
with the ion stiffness for the case of reduced power. The ion
temperature profiles are shown in figure 3(b) and their inverse
gradient lengths as a function of the stiffness level are shown in
figure 3(a), for the case of typical hybrid plasma temperature
pedestal height, equal to 1.5 keV, and power of 25.5 MW, with
constant ion threshold equal to 4. This behaviour is found
similar in the simulations with other values of pedestal height,
power and ion threshold.
Looking at figure 3(a), we can see that all the values
assumed by R/LTi exceed the threshold ((R/LTi)cr = 4). It
means that the transport has always a turbulent component. If
we look at Ti profiles shown in figure 3(b) for different values
of the ion stiffness, we can see that the Ti value in the plasma
centre varies significantly with increasing stiffness, from 7.6
to 5 keV.
Then we proceeded with the scan of the ion temperature
gradient threshold, fixing all the other parameters. In figure 4
the results are shown.
We can see that the H factor grows with increasing ion
threshold, as expected. This is true for all the values chosen
for the ion stiffness (constant or dependent on the radial
coordinate), and for every considered temperature pedestal
height and power. Increasing threshold makes a significant
change in H98, both at typical hybrid parameters and reduced
pedestal height and power, though its growth takes places
differently for high threshold values. In particular, for the cases
with hybrid plasma temperature pedestal height the increase
in H factor seems to saturate, especially for the scan with
reduced power. We note in addition that, from linear gyro-
kinetic scans [29] and considering the threshold up-shift effect
due to rotation through the Waltz rule [30], in the usual range of
parameters of the H-mode or hybrid plasmas the ion threshold
is typically below 7. In this range the variation of H98 is up to
30% with high stiffness (dashed lines), and about 20% in the
other cases.
Figure 3. (a) R/LTi as a function of the ion stiffness level χsi is
shown for different values of the radial coordinate. It refers to the
case of typical hybrid plasma power and temperature pedestal
height, and ion threshold = 4, represented by the solid line with
squares of the graph of figure 2. Triangular indicators are for
ρ = 0.33, circles for ρ = 0.5, squares for ρ = 0.73, where ρ is the
normalized toroidal minor radial coordinate. (b) Corresponding ion
temperature profiles on logarithmic scale; different colours are used
for the different values that ion stiffness reaches in the scan.
The effect of the threshold variation on R/LTi and on the
ion temperature profiles are shown in figure 5 in the case of low
constant stiffness, typical hybrid plasma temperature pedestal
height (1.5 keV) and power of 25.5 MW. In figure 5(a) we can
see that R/LTi is not always higher than the chosen threshold
of the scan, represented by the x-axis. In particular, it occurs
for high values of ion threshold. In figure 5(b) we can see that
for a higher ion threshold the ion temperature profiles reach
higher values. However, the ion threshold growth leads to
increasingly larger central region below threshold that prevents
core temperatures to increase further. In fact, the injected
power is not enough to give R/LTi values of the core region
above the threshold, and therefore, a wider central zone of
the plasma is dominated by neoclassical transport. Looking
5
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Figure 4. H factor as a function of the ion threshold (R/LTi )cr for
low constant ion stiffness (solid lines), for high constant ion stiffness
(dashed lines), for the stiffness profile represented in figure 1 (dotted
lines). With circles the case for typical hybrid plasma temperature
pedestal and power is shown, with squares the case for reduced
temperature pedestal, and with triangles the case for reduced power.
at figure 4 the increase in H98 is lower over a certain value
of the ion threshold for the case of a typical hybrid pedestal
height and power (the same as for figure 5) and especially
for the case of reduced power, for which similar behaviour
takes place starting from lower values of threshold. It does
not happen reducing the height of the temperature pedestal
because lower ion temperature values are obtained, and, for ion
thresholds up to 12, the injected power seems to be sufficient
to drive turbulent ion transport. For ion thresholds less than 7
we can note a larger increase in H98 for all cases. Looking
at figure 5(a), where R/LTi is shown as a function of the
ion threshold for different radii in the case of typical hybrid
temperature pedestal height (1.5 keV) and power (25.5 MW),
it is evident that R/LTi is always higher than the corresponding
abscissa for ion threshold lower than 7; its growing is higher
for the inner radius. In figure 5(b) the corresponding ion
temperatures are represented. In the plasma centre the ion
temperature varies from 5.4 keV for (R/LTi)cr = 3 to 9 keV
for (R/LTi)cr = 7.
Then the scan of temperature pedestal height was
performed where we have changed both ion and electron
temperature pedestal values. Different values of the power,
the ion stiffness and the ion threshold have been considered.
In the graph of figure 6 we can see that the H factor increases
with increasing temperature pedestal height: as expected [31–
33] it plays a very important role in increasing H98. We can
note that for reduced power (lines with triangles) the increase
in the H factor is slightly higher. Choosing different values for
the fixed threshold and stiffness does not lead to large changes
either: the case with stiffness and threshold profiles (dotted
lines) gives slightly larger variation in the H factor, which
also assumes little higher values. We can state that H98 varies
about 75–80% on changing the temperature pedestal from 0.1
to 3 keV.
Figure 5. (a) R/LTi as a function of the ion threshold (R/LTi )cr
is shown for different values of the radial coordinate. It refers
to the case of ion stiffness = 0.4, typical hybrid plasma temperature
pedestal height and power, represented by the solid line with
squares in the graph of figure 4. Different curves in the graph refer
to different radial positions. Triangular indicators are for ρ = 0.33,
circles for ρ = 0.5, squares for ρ = 0.73. (b) Correspondent ion
temperature profiles are shown in logarithmic scale: different colours
are used for the different values that ion threshold reaches in the scan.
The behaviour of the ion temperature profiles and their
relative gradients with varying temperature pedestal height
can be seen in figure 7. The graphs refer to the case of low
constant stiffness (equal to 0.4), constant threshold (equal to 4)
and typical hybrid plasma power of 25.5 MW. In figure 7(a) we
can see that R/LTi is above the threshold for each radius whilst
varying the temperature pedestal height. The corresponding
variation of the Ti profiles is shown in figure 7(b) in which
the central temperature changes from 4 keV for a pedestal of
100 eV to 9.8 keV for a pedestal of 3 keV.
Finally, we did the power scan. The results are shown in
figure 8.
We can see that in the case of low stiffness (figure 8(a))
the H factor does not depend on the power value. It is
6
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Figure 6. H factor as a function of the ion and electron temperature
pedestal height, for low constant ion stiffness and constant ion
threshold (solid lines), for high constant ion stiffness and constant
ion threshold (dashed lines), for the stiffness and threshold profiles
represented in figure 1 (dotted lines). With squares we have
represented the case of typical hybrid plasma power, with triangles
the case of reduced power.
true for different fixed thresholds and temperature pedestal
heights. Then the dependence on the injected power of energy
confinement time for the hybrid JET plasmas characterized
by low stiffness seems to be well reproduced by the energy
confinement time obtained from the experimental scaling for
H-mode plasmas. In addition, we note that lowering the
pedestal height from the typical hybrid plasma value of 1.5 to
1 keV reduces the confinement less than lowering the threshold
from 7 to 4. In the case of high stiffness H98 decreases with
increasing power for a given set of temperature pedestal and
threshold, as shown in figure 8(b). Roughly 10% loss of H98
(coming from core confinement) is predicted on typical JET
power levels when going from 20 to 30 MW at high stiffness.
The values of the H factor and its drop with increasing power
are larger for higher threshold and typical hybrid plasma
temperature pedestal height.
The behaviour of the Ti profiles variation with changing
power is represented in figure 9. It is shown for the case for high
constant threshold, typical hybrid plasma temperature pedestal
height. We can see that in figure 9(a), where the stiffness is
low, the ion temperature assume values from 9.2 to 17.1 keV
in the centre of the plasma when varying the power. Instead
in figure 9(b), for high stiffness, the values vary from 8 to
10.6 keV, and only in the very centre, where transport is below
the threshold.
4. Stiffness, ion threshold and pedestal scans in
ITER plasmas
4.1. Set-up simulation
In order to apply the scan analysis to ITER plasmas a standard
H-mode ITER simulation [34] has been used as the basis of
Figure 7. (a) R/LTi as a function of the ion and electron
temperature pedestal height is shown for different values of the
radial coordinate. It refers to the case of constant ion threshold
(equal to 4), hybrid plasma power and stiffness = 0.4, represented
by the solid line with squares in the graph of figure 6. Different
curves in the graph refer to different radial positions. Triangular
indicators are for ρ = 0.33, circles for ρ = 0.5, squares for
ρ = 0.73. (b) Corresponding ion temperature profiles are shown in
logarithmic scale: different colours are used for the different values
that the T pedestal reaches in the scan.
the numerical simulations. The baseline ITER parameters
have been taken: BT = 5.3 T, IP = 15 MA, R = 6.2 m,
a = 2 m, ne0 = 1.05 × 1020 m−3, q0 = 0.75, Zeff = 1.65.
We have scanned three parameters: the ion stiffness, the ion
threshold and the ion and electron temperature pedestal height.
The input power has been taken as fixed: PNBI = 33 MW,
PICRH = 20 MW. NBI power deposition profiles have been
calculated self-consistently by PENCIL [25]. For ICRH the
RF power deposition profiles have been obtained by the code
PION [35]. As in the case of hybrid JET plasmas only one
parameter varies for each scan, the others are kept unchanged.
When the temperature pedestal height is taken constant we
have chosen the lower value of 3 keV or the higher value
of 4 keV. For fixed threshold and stiffness we proceeded as
7
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Figure 8. H factor as a function of the power, (a) for low constant
stiffness (equal to 0.1), (b) for high constant ion stiffness (equal to
2). With squares we have represented the simulations with typical
plasma hybrid temperature pedestal height and high constant ion
threshold (equal to 7), with circles the case of typical plasma hybrid
temperature pedestal height and low constant threshold (equal to 4),
and with triangles reduced pedestal height and high constant ion
threshold (equal to 7).
for the simulations of the JET discharge (section 3.1), using
radially constant values for electrons (electron stiffness = 1,
electron threshold = 5) and both radially constant values (ion
stiffness = 0.4 or 2, ion threshold = 4) and radially dependent
values (ion stiffness and threshold profiles of figure 1) for ions.
A list of the made scans is shown in table 2.
4.2. Simulation results
For ITER plasmas the impact of the variation of each scanned
quantity on global plasma performance is studied through
the behaviour of the H factor and also of the fusion power
obtained from the simulations. First we proceeded with the
ion temperature gradient stiffness scan, using different values
Figure 9. Ion temperature profiles in logarithmic scale are shown,
(a) for low constant stiffness (equal to 0.1), (b) for high constant
stiffness (equal to 2); both the graphs refer to the case with high
constant threshold (equal to 7) and typical hybrid plasma pedestal
height (equal to 1.5 keV). Different colours are used for the different
values that power reaches in the scan.
of ion and electron temperature pedestal height and different
ion thresholds. H98, shown in figure 10(a) as a function of
the ion stiffness, has the same behaviour as in the JET hybrid
plasmas, but it is less sensitive to stiffness in ITER than in
JET. In fact, in this case the difference caused by changes in
the stiffness is less than 10%. This is true with a constant
fixed value of the ion threshold and the variation is even lower
with the threshold profile. For the temperature pedestal height
equal to 3 keV (lines with circles) we find an H factor more
sensitive to stiffness changes, though with a lower value with
respect to the case with higher pedestal. In figure 10(b), the
fusion power as a function of the ion stiffness is shown.
We can see that changes in the stiffness cause an important
variation of the fusion power, of over 50% of the total value, and
it reaches up to 60% fixing the ion threshold constant and equal
to 4 in the case of high pedestal height, and for low pedestal
height with both threshold profile and constant threshold.
8
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Table 2. Scans of ion stiffness, ion threshold and temperature
pedestal for ITER plasmas.
Ion Ion Temperature
stiffness threshold pedestal
Scan of ion stiffness From 0.1 to 2 4 3 keV
From 0.1 to 2 4 4 keV
From 0.1 to 2 Profile 3 keV
From 0.1 to 2 Profile 4 keV
Scan of ion threshold 0.4 From 3 to 12 3 keV
0.4 From 3 to 12 4 keV
2 From 3 to 12 3 keV
2 From 3 to 12 4 keV
Profile From 3 to 12 3 keV
Profile From 3 to 12 4 keV
Scan of temperature 0.4 4 From 2
pedestal to 6 keV
2 4 From 2
to 6 keV
Profile Profile From 2
to 6 keV
Finally, we can see that the higher the temperature pedestal,
the higher the value of fusion power, the difference being over
100 MW. The drastic increase in the fusion power caused by the
low stiffness can be explained by the large variation of the ion
temperatures with the ion stiffness shown in figure 11(b) and
their R/LTi values of figure 11(a). These graphs refer to the
case of ion threshold equal to 4 and temperature pedestal height
of 3 keV. The shown Ti and R/LTi development is similar to
the other cases represented in figure 10.
The large growth of the ion temperatures with decreasing
ion stiffness, which leads from Ti0 = 14 keV for χsi = 2 to
Ti0 = 27 keV for χsi = 0.1, is due to a significant increase in
the gradient of Ti in the external part of the core as in the case of
JET hybrid discharge, but also to its larger growth in the core
and in the central region of the plasma. While in JET R/LTi is
under the ion threshold values in the very central region, in the
ITER case we find R/LTi quite over it. This can be explained
using the on-axis ICRH system in ITER, which is characterized
by a deposition power maximum in the centre of the plasma.
It is scheduled in ITER together with the NBI system that is
expected to give a more radially distributed deposition power.
The ICRH gives an important contribution to the increase in
the ion temperatures, and then to the magnitude of the fusion
power.
The different sensitivity of the H factor between the
two machines is due to the inclusion of the α power in the
total power (that comprehends also ohmic power and heating
power), on which H98 depends as shown in formula (2). In
fact, as we can see also from the large variation of the fusion
power represented in figure 10(b), the α power contributes
significantly to the total value of the power. For lower ion
stiffness the ion temperature achieves higher values, then the
H factor increases because it is directly proportional to the
thermal energy. However, the α power is also larger and
it causes a reduction in the H98 with respect to the case
of JET hybrid plasmas, in which the α power is always
equal to zero. This behaviour takes place for all the scans
performed for ITER, where nuclear fusion reactions have been
enabled.
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Figure 10. H factor (a) and fusion power (b) shown as functions of
the ion stiffness level χsi. With circles we indicate the case with
pedestal height equal to 3 keV, with squares the case with pedestal
height equal to 4 keV. Solid lines are used for constant ion threshold
(equal to 4), dashed lines for the ion threshold profile shown in
figure 1.
Then the ion temperature gradient threshold scan was
made. In figure 12 the results are presented. In figure 12(a)
we can see the H factor as a function of the ion threshold for
different values of ion stiffness and temperature pedestal. As
for the scan of ion stiffness the variation of H98 is much lower
with respect to the JET case, even if the behaviour is similar
to the JET hybrid shot. Under the ion threshold value of 7 the
H factor increases with increasing threshold up to about 10%,
and its growth is larger (11%) in the case of high ion stiffness
(dashed lines). For values of the ion threshold higher than 7
the increase in H98 is lower. As for JET hybrid simulations it
corresponds to theR/LTi under threshold, that in the ITER case
takes place in the outer region of the plasma, while in the centre
it does not happen because of the ICRH power. The variation
of the fusion power is larger for high constant ion stiffness too,
as figure 12(b) shows: however, unlike the behaviour of the H
9
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Figure 11. (a) R/LTi as a function of the ion stiffness is shown for
different values of the radial coordinate. It refers to the case of
constant ion threshold (equal to 4), power and temperature pedestal
height = 3 keV, represented by the solid line with circles in the
graphs of figure 10. Different curves in the graph refer to different
radial positions. Triangular indicators are for ρ = 0.33, circles for
ρ = 0.5, squares for ρ = 0.73. (b) Corresponding ion temperature
profiles are shown in logarithmic scale: different colours are used
for the different values that the ion stiffness reaches in the scan.
factor, the impact of the ion threshold on the fusion power is
considerable and it gives a variation of over 50%. In addition,
if the temperature pedestal height is equal to 4 keV the value
of the fusion power is higher by almost 100 MW.
Finally, we did the scan of the ion and electron temperature
pedestal height. In figure 13(a) we can see the H factor as
a function of the temperature pedestal height. Also in this
scan the increase in H98 has the same behaviour as the case
of the JET shot. The results shown in figure 13 agree with
the previous scans about the role of the temperature pedestal
height on ITER fusion power and confinement [36, 37]. H98
grows more than 30% with increasing temperature pedestal
from 2 to 6 keV, achieving a variation of 40% for high stiffness.
In figure 13(b) the huge growth of the fusion power with
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Figure 12. H factor (a) and fusion power (b) shown as functions of
the ion threshold. With squares (circles) colours we indicate the
case with pedestal equal to 4 keV (3 keV). Solid lines are for low
constant ion stiffness, dashed lines for high constant ion stiffness,
dotted lines for the ion stiffness profile represented in figure 1.
increasing pedestal height is shown. Over 80% of increase
and values of fusion power almost of 1000 MW are obtained
for stiffness and threshold dependent on radial coordinate.
5. Summary and conclusions
A numerical simulation work has been carried out in order
to investigate the role of the parameters connected with
the turbulent transport driven by local micro-instabilities on
the global plasma performance for hybrid JET plasmas and
for ITER plasmas. Series of scans of ion stiffness, ion
temperature gradient threshold, temperature pedestal height
and injected power have been performed to study their impact
on plasma performance and confinement. The fluid transport
code JETTO has been used together with the semi-empirical
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Figure 13. The H factor (a) and the fusion power (b) are shown as
functions of the ion and electron temperature pedestal height. With
solid lines we indicate the case with low constant ion stiffness (equal
to 0.4) and constant ion threshold (equal to 4), with dashed lines we
have used high constant ion stiffness (equal to 2) and constant ion
threshold (equal to 4). With dotted lines the case of ion stiffness and
ion threshold profiles (represented in figure 1) is shown.
transport model CGM, which includes explicitly the scanned
control parameters of turbulent transport. It has been then
possible to obtain a quantitative estimate of the impact of the
local transport parameters on the core plasma transport and
globally on the plasma.
The results in this paper show that changes up to 30% in
the H factor and thereby in the plasma confinement can be
achieved by changing the ion stiffness from very low values
(χs = 0.1) to high values (χs = 2). Variations between
20% and 30% have been obtained from the scan of the ion
threshold. Changes of over 50% in the H98 have been found
by changing the temperature pedestal height. This last result
is in agreement with previous experimental studies. The
relevance of the ion stiffness variation can partly explain the
core confinement improvement characteristic of JET hybrid
plasmas in terms of a broader central region of low stiffness
with respect to the standard H-mode plasmas. From these
results it appears that stiffness can be a useful knob on which
to act through modifications of plasma parameters in order to
improve scenario performance. Differently from pedestal or
threshold, stiffness was not paid much attention so far in the
quest for confinement optimization, and this paper shows that
it is worth pursuing further the investigation of how to control
it. Its reduction in fact would allow us to gain significantly
on core confinement, alleviating the plasma–wall interaction
problems connected with high pedestal values.
In addition, we have seen that in the case of low stiffness,
for a given set of threshold and pedestal height, energy
confinement time in the JET hybrid scenario plasmas seems to
depend on the injected power exactly as the energy confinement
time obtained from the IPB98 H-mode scaling law [27]. This
does not happen if the ion stiffness is high. In this case the
H factor decreases with increasing input power. The power
dependence of the H98 scaling then seems not to describe high
stiffness plasmas adequately.
The scans have then been extended to ITER plasmas. The
H factor has been found to be less sensitive to the ion stiffness
and ion threshold variations than for JET hybrid plasmas.
However, looking at the fusion power changes, the effect of
the variation of these parameters is very relevant. The scan
of the ion and electron pedestal height gives large changes
in the H factor also for ITER plasmas, and a huge variation
of the fusion power. The lesser sensitivity of H98 to the ion
stiffness and threshold variation is due to the dependence of
the H factor on Wtot/P 0.31tot , where Wtot is the thermal energy
content and Ptot the total power. In fact, the inclusion of
Pα in Ptot leads to a partial compensation of the changes in
Wtot, because Pα increases with growing Wtot. It also leads
the ion stiffness variation in relation to temperature pedestal
changes to have more impact on the confinement for the case of
JET hybrid discharge simulations than for ITER simulations.
However, the ratio between the energy content difference
obtained changing the ion stiffness and the one calculated
varying the temperature pedestal give greater results for the
ITER case. Then this behaviour, together with the decrease in
the H factor with increasing injected power at high stiffness
and described for hybrid plasmas, could lead to an inherently
wrong H98 scaling for ITER if it is characterized by a high
stiffness plasma.
This numerical work has then pointed out that the
dependence of the global plasma performance on the ion
stiffness, the ion threshold and the temperature pedestal height
is quantitatively significant, both for JET and ITER scenarios,
considering the variation of the three scanned parameters
within a realistic interval of values defined by previous
experimental studies. In particular, these results have pointed
out the potential gain in scenario performance coming from
controlling the stiffness level, thus giving further motivation
for new experimental efforts in order to investigate how to
lower the ion stiffness level. In addition, we conclude that
when predicting the performance of future machines such as
ITER, it is very important to know the ion stiffness level of their
plasma, beyond the ion threshold and the temperature pedestal
11
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values, while in present model validation efforts stiffness is
rarely taken into account.
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